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For Public Notice
May it please Your Majesty!
My heart and mind go out to Your Majesty 今上天皇 and the people of Japan. May the
innate peace and wisdom of the spirit 神 provide guidance and may all things become pure 清め
again!
The lawful order and dignity with which the Japanese people have faced this disaster is
a beacon of hope and inspiration for Man. The dignified response of the Japanese People is
exemplified by Hiroko Yamashita an elderly lady trapped under a bookcase, who when being
rescued from the rubble which was once her home, profusely apologised to her rescuers for all
the trouble she was causing them due to her fractured ankle1. Perhaps this can occur only in an
ancient, rich and cultured civilisation – Japan.
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The magnitude of the disaster is incomprehensible from a distance. Clearly, real wealth
has been destroyed. The window dressing in the markets applied by Central Bankers cannot
obscure the damage. The broken window fallacy elucidated by Fredrick Bastiat clearly
illustrates this2.
This present crisis brings to focus the need for man to honour the preciousness of life
underscoring the necessity to continue wealth generation for their families and their country.
Currently, health hazards beset the Japanese - they must be able to travel with their capital
and rebuild their lives. How is it possible that the 'international community' allows this
situation of imprisonment by passport to arise? This makes the guards at the airports no
better than the guards at Auschwitz, the most infamous concentration camp of World War II.
We have said as much in a letter to the Prime Minister of United Kingdom, which is enclosed.
With this letter, we wish to draw the attention of Your Majesty, the government of
Japan and that of the 'international community', on the necessity of freedom of passage with
one's property and the liberty to create wealth no matter where one may be. This restores the
true liberties of Man per se, brings clarity of attention and focus to the plight of those that line
the airports intending to leave Japan, perhaps temporarily, so that they may continue to live
and create wealth wherever they may go.
We have put it to Her Majesty the Queen of England and President Barack Obama of the
United States that their guarded borders that absolutely restrict movement either inwards or
outwards from their country, be removed, so as to foster lawful trade. If this is achieved, we
will see how the people of Japan will be welcomed by the people of the world – for it has been
my observation that men and women everywhere are welcoming. It is only the governments
who claim to represent them and their press that are not.
In these trying times after the Sendai disaster, Man is forced to confront the things he
has created and to see if they are good. Certainly the attention of Japan and the world is
focussed on nuclear energy. This attention needs to include the entire legacy left by World War
I & II.
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The Global Isles Court of Record has a mandate from the Global Settlement Foundation to
examine the issues relating to the establishment of a deliverable, voluntary gold standard that
results in a system where finality of settlement is an inherent characteristic. The court must
perforce examine the history of the last century that has brought us to this point. May I point
out, that the man who is awake cannot afford to ignore the evidence provided by physics and a
Court of Record can not be swayed by the clamour of propaganda.
The work of the noble historian, the late Eustace Clarence Mullins Jr, that brought to
light the horrifying fact that Japan had surrendered before the atom bombs were dropped,
clearly exposes the criminal nature of geopolitics. His serious and painstaking work
culminated in a case in the International Court of Justice where the Ezra Pound World Peace
Foundation Japanese-American Friendship Society attempted to bring about justice3.
This apparent natural disaster in Sendai, forces us to examine critically if advanced
geophysical weapons were used. We believe that geophysical weapons that exploit the
magnetism of the earth to cause havoc and devastation, have been used in Sendai, another
recent example being the earthquake in Haiti. This has been corroborated by the fearless
reporting of Christopher Edward Harle Story4, whom we believe was assassinated. A brave
Canadian journalist, Benjamin Fulford5, has been reporting the news from Japan as he sees it,
including the blackmail of Japan with earth quake weapons and payment in response to this
blackmail in gold.
We have seen the report of a stricken helicopter that miraculously recovered just above
the ground as if it had dropped below a beam. We refer of course to the recent news that a
near disaster occurred with the twin engine helicopter that usually carries the German
Chancellor who had refused to go along with a war in Libya. We see the statement of Prime
Minister Vladimir Putin of Russia where he called the war in Libya a reversion to the era of the
crusades, as an allusion to the gold that was plundered during that era, perhaps indicating the
real casus belli.
Man must face his past and choose to live now and in the future with honour. As the
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physicist Richard Feynman6 wrote so succinctly, “For a successful technology, reality must take
precedence over public relations, for nature cannot be fooled”. If I may paraphrase this
statement to suit the context – A deliverable, voluntary gold standard must take precedence
over void contract 'public money' for nature cannot be fooled.
The current abhorrent reality - The Central Banking System dilutes the purchasing
value out of the pockets of 'citizens' and facilitates the concentration of purchasing power in
the hands of but a few men who have been seen to readily abuse it for destructive purposes.
This was true in World War II and alas remains true till today.
What is worse, the situation is that those who are paid to do all this destruction are paid
in void-contract bank money-of-account that is created by fraudulent conversion. Thus, there
is no actual transfer of value. A release of a vast quantity of void-contract currency will only
steal by hyper-inflation what is currently being stolen by collapse of the bank
money-of-account supply. Anyone who has been in international business knows that 'large'
bank wire transactions have been almost impossible unless one is an insider. The stunning 98%
collapse of the Baltic Dry Index shows the visible effects of activating the weapons of mass
financial destruction inherent in the powers of the Central Banking System during the Letters
of Credit Crisis of 2008.

[This space intentionally blank]
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The evidence, freely available, shows that one group of insiders was accommodated on
the balance sheet of the US Treasury, possibly in preparation for another World War, eerily
echoing the developments at the Weimar Republic of Germany prior to World War II.
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We are aware of an investigation in England into many trillions of dollars that have been
effectively sequestered which lends 'strength' to the dollar and paradoxically protects the
'little man' with only a few dollars in his account. In the upside down world of central banking,
less is more. The surge in the value of the Japanese Yen after the Sendai disaster shows that
the Bank of Japan has clearly been mopping up Yen bank liabilities, when the opposite effect
would have been anticipated from such a widespread destruction of value. “Who is in control
of what” and other serious questions such as included in the accompanying Public Notice to
Heads of State are being investigated by a Court of Record in America.
Clearly those that hold unspeakable quantities of gold today have to face the fact that
the holding of gold for themselves has cornered them into committing criminal actions in
order to profiteer - at the enforced expense of others - by means of fraud and war.
It is not blame that is needed at this stage, it is Honour and Right Action. The Global
Settlement Foundation has taken on the task of creating a system of global trade where finality
of settlement is present. We are well aware of the principle of law that an ounce of gold earned
by honest means, outweighs on the scales of justice, a hundred thousand metric tonnes of
stolen metal as the means of payment for lawful trade. Today, thanks to computers and
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cryptography, we are blessed with the ability to trade substance for substance even when gold
is completely eliminated from the equation. If we do not act with honour and lawful intent, the
consequences of a continuation of this cycle of fraud and war will result in Nature Herself
holding up the scales of justice.
The taxonomy of money has been made possible by the light of the information age. It
is abundantly clear that World War II and the subsequent space and arms race had one common
purpose – the control of the world's gold by fraud and war. This brings up the question of the
Japanese war gold surrendered in the Philippines at the end of World War II and the necessity
to confront the legacy of our forefathers.
Today, even with the so-called paper money, an analysis at law 7 shows that the banks
are the borrowers of the money-of-account and that the banks cannot possibly pay legal tender
for their 'deposits' which have come into circulation by fraudulent conversion. One handful of
men cannot claim an unlimited right to suspend the running of limitations made possible by
the ignorance of of their fellows who have been blinded by the false choices presented by
'democracy'.
The world faces a crisis of moral and monetary leadership. We are aware of the ongoing
high stakes brinkmanship. This has brought to our attention, certain matters and transactions
that illustrate the near certainty that the G20 use of the term 'forge a currency consensus'
means to fake it. We know that not one of those around the 'round table' trusts the other. We
are aware that official explanations for events such as the World Trade Centre bombings are a
farce. The evidence shows that the World Trade Centre bombings were a super high
technology demonstration to induce compliance on an individual, news media and
international scale via fear.
Sufficiently advanced technology is indistinguishable from magic or acts of God. Today,
are modern electro-magnetic pulse weapons and other geophysical weapons in use in a time of
peace? We believe that they are. We look to those that have hard evidence to get it to us.
The common law holds that sovereigns of of the soil are the men and women living upon
the land. We are aware of Courts of Record in America and England that are in motion to
7
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determine the truth. Available records point to the fact that treason has been committed
against the people by those who purport to represent them – in every country. The legal
fictions that these legislative bodies and countries represent are being used as shell
corporations by the bankers, who are using fictitious void-contract 'debt' to effect their
criminal actions.
As the Affidavit of John Harris8 shows, perhaps even Her Majesty the Queen of England is
in bondage and unable to uphold common law. Any court of record must uphold freedom and
liberty for all men and women. We know from those American people we have spoken to
regarding these matters, that this is a fact – and we do not speak of those who purport to be the
American government. The accompanying notice to Heads of State lists some of the questions
that must be pursued by Courts of Record in every country. We believe the Imperial Court of
Record of the Emperor of Japan will join us in this quest for the truth.
We are determined to help the people of Japan who wish to face these issues and
re-build their lives upon the bedrock of a deliverable, voluntary gold standard. With modern
technology we can replace the exchange of substance for fictional void-contract currency, with
the exchange of substance for substance. We are sure, for example, that many would choose
to earn a portion of their salary in Toyota Corolla tokens circulated within the GSF System9. A
company such as Toyota Motors would issue such tokens directly. This would enable the
company to finance its production of Toyota Corollas without any bank assistance. The wealth
generators of the world need a means to trade independently of parasites that purvey
fraudulent paper currency. This independence will allow profitable trade between men and
women, naturally - even gradually - ending financial slavery, just as the mechanized cotton
picker ended overt slavery on the cotton fields.
We trust that Your Majesty will welcome our efforts.
If it is the wish of Your Majesty, the Global Settlement Foundation will come to Japan at
a time when so many are fleeing in fear and establish a centre for Finality of Settlement of global
trade. We apologize for a lengthy first letter where so many difficult issues are raised. We offer
our good offices as necessary for replacing the paper warfare of 'commerce' with the certain
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wealth generation of lawful trade. The blessings of a deliverable, voluntary gold standard and
common law can spread throughout these precious islands of the world, large and small that
are these Global Isles.
Just as the stone age did not end because we ran out of stones, the oil age will end
because of the ingenuity of man. Peace and purity will prevail in the end because it is the
inherent nature of 神 (kami) that is Mind and Spirit. The skill and the enjoyment of creating
wealth is like a game of 蹴鞠 (Kemari, Japanese football), that noble sport of Japan where there
are no 'winners' yet everyone witnesses a fine exhibition of skill and talent.
Yours sincerely,

Joseph Ray Sundarsson.
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